FOCUS - Forecourt Management System

Overview
FOCUS is the latest forecourt control, forecourt
management, and configuration software suite
available from Postec,for Back office and Point of Sale
deployments. FOCUS software communicates with the
Postec Communications Controller (PCC) to provide
a complete wetstock management solution at a site
level.

What is included?
FOCUS consists of four main applications:

FOCUS uses an SQL client/server database for
storage of configuration and historical data. One
central database can be accessed by multiple clients
simultaneously, thereby allowing reporting and
management functions to be performed from any
PC. Offline functionality allows the system to run
standalone should the connection to the central
database be broken.

•

Visual Console used to provide real-time
display and control of dispensers on the
forecourt through a graphical user interface.

•

Forecourt Manager used to manage the
wetstock and day-to-day running of the
forecourt.

•

Report Generator used to generate an
extensive range of wetstock reports.

Designed for use in international markets, FOCUS
provides multi-language support and currency
configuration.

•

Forecourt Configuration used to configure
the PCC.

•

POS Integration SDK is also available should
this be required.

FOCUS also provides an extensive interface to allow
third-party POS applications to receive wetstock
transaction data. This allows a company to quickly
develop a complete dry stock/wet stock POS solution
for any petroleum market.
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Key features

Benefits to your business

Proven technology

Improve operational efficiencies

With thousands of installations in the field, FOCUS has
proven itself repeatedly to be a reliable and robust
wetstock management application for managing
diverse networks of retail petroleum sites.

Improve operational efficiencies and productivity with
the simple to use Visual Console, so staff can monitor
site activity and carry out their tasks at the POS or from
the back office without needing to physically access
the forecourt.

Full wetstock control for POS and Back Office
FOCUS provides applications for performing all the
typical Point of Sale and Back Office functions for
wetstock management. Whether you pair it with
a separate general retail POS, or use it standalone,
FOCUS provides the functionality you need.
Reporting engine
Comprehensive site reporting is available on historical
transactions, site statistics and device events. Print this
data out, or export it into a variety of formats.
Off-line mode
Even with the network down, you can make changes
while offline then synchronise with the PCC when the
connection returns.
Intuitive user interfaces
We know that the secret to success is timely response
to events on site, whether it is your cashier monitoring
pump activity or quickly making changes to grade
prices. We have ensured that the user interfaces in
FOCUS are simple and intuitive, minimizing training
time and allowing you to access features quickly.
Simple POS integration
When you need sophisticated c-store functionality,
FOCUS provides an easy to use method for POS
integration. Already have a preferred POS vendor,
but they’re not in the petroleum industry? They can
now add in wetstock management by integrating with
FOCUS using a simple COM interface.

Maximise revenues
Increase customer throughput with Visual Console,
easily and securely. The Forecourt Manager back office
provides the reporting and functionality you need to
quickly identify stock loses and make configuration
changes quickly and efficiently.
Improve customer experience
With FOCUS, you can configure a wide range of
operating modes for the site. This allows you to provide
a great customer experience, while still controlling your
site and protecting your stock. For example, support
for prepay and postpay; night and day modes.
Report and track results
With the FOCUS reporting engine you have access
to a wealth of data on the performance of your site.
Provide your employees comprehensive reporting so
they have the information they need to go about their
daily tasks.
Protect your investment
As a low margin high value good, fuel is important to
you. With the Postec suite of products, you have a
variety of tools at your disposal to protect and track
the movement of your fuel. And as your business
needs grow you can have confidence your IT systems
will scale with you.

Forecourt Control
The Visual Console is the key to the FOCUS system.
Providing a real-time graphical dispenser status display
of the forecourt as well as full dispenser control, the
Visual Console uses scroll or multi-line functionality to
display up to 64 dispensers.

The Visual Console has been designed with ease of
operation in mind. This is achieved by providing the
operator with a simple graphical interface with clear
icons and operator prompts. The Visual Console
minimises the number of keystrokes required for
operator actions and supports any combination of
keyboard, mouse, or touch screen. Configuration of the
Visual Console’s appearance is also fully supported.
These features not only ensure ease of operation but
also that operator errors are kept to a minimum while
maximising operator speed and, as a result, customer
satisfaction.
The Visual Console provides an easy to use
configurable menu that allows the operator to access
functionality including:
•
Shift control: Start of day, shift change, and end
of day
•
Tank delivery entry
•
Scheduled price change
•
Dispenser calibration tests
•
Change of operating mode

Forecourt Manager
Forecourt Manager is a back office application
providing complete wetstock management at site
level. All the management functions are accessed via a
selection of menus or rendered images of a forecourt
environment to make it easy and intuitive to use.

Management functionality includes:
•
Grade pricing
•
Dispenser operation mode control
•
Allocation limits
•
Dispenser totals management
•
Tank inventory management, including
Automatic Tank Gauging (optional)
•
Cashier and Attendant management
•
Reporting
•
POS/Console setup
The Forecourt Manager application’s user interface is
designed to be intuitive and easy to operate.
Standard Windows controls have been used to ensure
the interface is consistent with other Windows
applications, making it easy for a site manager to learn
to use quickly and efficiently.

POS Integration
Visual Console can be easily integrated with any 32-bit Windows based POS application, providing a seamless
interface to the operator. This allows POS companies to quickly add support for wetstock management,
allowing deployment in service station installations and entry into a very specialist market.
In this scenario the FOCUS suite provides all the wetstock management and control leaving the POS to take
care of its core business in general retail functionality.
Integration is achieved through an extensive COM interface, and provides:
•
Full wetstock transaction processing
•
Shift control
•
Inventory control
•
Price control
•
Hose totals access
•
Integrated cashier/attendant security
Contact Postec for more information or an SDK.

Forecourt Configuration
FOCUS provides a configuration application to perform
the one-time installation and configuration of a PCC
when a new site is commissioned. This application
uses a file explorer type interface to ensure the
configuration process is quick and painless.
A multi-site version of FOCUS is also available, which
provides an invaluable tool for commissioning,
managing and supporting a network of sites. All site
data is stored in the database ensuring that there is
a backup of the configuration of each site within the
network. Connections can be made locally via serial or
LAN and remotely via modem or WAN.

Report Facilities
An integral part of FOCUS is the comprehensive, yet
flexible, reporting facilities provided.
Wetstock reports include:
•
Dispenser hose sales totals by shift, day, or
month
•
Grade sales totals by shift, day, or month
•
Attendant sales totals by shift, day, or month
•
Dispenser/Console reconciliation totals by shift,
day, or month
•
Historical tank reconciliation
•
Historical tank deliveries and dispenser
calibration tests
•
Historical price changes
•
Running hose totals, including dispenser
electronic totals if available
•
Running grade totals
•
Running Driveway Card Acceptor dispenser
totals
•
Tank inventory, including water and
temperature measurement
•
Fuel transaction report In addition to the
wetstock reports, FOCUS provides the following
reports to assist in site management and
problem diagnosis:
•
Complete audit trail for the FOCUS suite
•
PCC events
•
PCC/site configuration report
All reports can be generated from historical data and
can be setup to automatically print at the end of a

shift or day. As well as being printed, reports may be
optionally viewed on screen or saved to a number of
file formats including PDF.

For custom report development, an ODBC driver is also
available to connect to the FOCUS database.
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